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URGENT 
SUB INTRO Gossett A246DT-To provide attribution 
and clarify circumstances of his remarks. 
DETROIT AP — The president of the American 

Bar Association ABA said Saturday the association would 
recommend a probe of New Orleans District Attorney 
Jim Garrison and the Clay Shaw conspiracy trial, the 
wdetroit News reported. 
William T. Gossett of Detroit was quoted in the 

Sunday editions of the News as Baying the ABA will ask 
the Louisiana Bar Association LBA to consider 
disciplinary action against Garrison as a result of 
the trial in which Shaw was found innocent of charges 
he plotted to kill President Kennedy. 
But later Gossett said he was under the impression his 

remarks to News staff reorter Doug Bradford were p 
off-the-record. He said the ABA board would have 
to vote as a group on the matter. Gossett pointed out 
that lawyers of diverse backgrounds and opinions are 
members of the ABA and unanimous agreement would 
probably be impossible. 
Garrison's motives In bringing Shaw to trial must be 

investigated by the LBA, Gossett told4 the News. The ABA 
president said he was sure there was 'a feeling of 
outrage' ,  among people in Louisiana over what 
appeared to be an unjustified attack on Shaw. 
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DETROIT AP — The Am rican Bar Association ABA will 

recommend a probe of N w Orleans District Attorney Jim 
Garrison and the Clay haw conspiracy trial, the president of the ABA said Saturday.! 
William T. Gossett of'; Detroit said the ABA will ask the Louisiana Bar Associatton LBA to consider disciplinary action 
against Garrison as a tesult of the trial in which Shaw was found innocent of char so he plotted to kill President Kennedy. Gossett called the tr al a charade. 
Garrison's motives in bringing Shaw to trial must be investigated by the L 'a Gossett said. The ABA president said he was sure there was  a feeling of outrage" among people in wlouisiana over "what  appeared to be an unjustified attack" on Shaw. 	 W 
"I'm sure that attorneys there question whether the indictment was properly founded. My personal opinion is that they will be compelled to investigate," Gossett said. 
Gossett said trials such as Shaw's "tend to create doubt about 
oar judicial process . . . our system of jurisprudence. 
"I don't know what led Garrison to act in the Shaw case," Gossett commented. He may have had unreliable information. 

Certainly his principal witness seemed to be wholly 
unreliable," said Gossett referring to Perry Russo. 
The ABA head said Shaw could sue for damages: "He has had to pay attorney fees, he has lost two years of his life preparing for his trial . . . he has had to endure the anxietr 
He said Garrison could be disbarred only if the as ion against Shaw could be shown to be deliberately malicious. * Ygy can't disbar an attorney for incompetence,'' Gossett said. 	So it ia very hard to prove anything in a disbarment proceeding." G0501pes March 1 


